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There's no shortage of monitoring apps for Android, ranging from tiny one glancing widgets to deep-sea apps that offer incredible details. To keep track of the performance and condition of your phone, we've found that Elixir 2 is the best tool for this work. If you want to explore a remote computer from an Android phone, PC Monitor is the
best way to do so. Elixir 2Platform: Android Price: Free download PagePC MonitorPlatform: Android Price: Free download PageElixirOffers details of Android device hardware, including battery status and remaining charging cycles, wireless networks (3G, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) hardware and status used and available internal and SD
storage, processor and memory usage, system settings, and other hardware componentsInsive users to change system settings (brightness, time out, Volume, caller, network, etc.), turn on or off hardware sensors, and manage installed applications from the information screen inside appOffers home screen widgets that can be configured
to fit any home screen and provide direct access to the system's frequently used settings or simply display system performance and use ofOffers resources, and admin-level tasks for users who are willing to provide additional permissions. PC Monitor allows you to remotely track the state of the system and the performance of several
remote computers, including processor usage, memory distribution and usage, usage history, and ping downtime and phone response times to remote SystemOffers access to system services, network and interface status, workflows and user logs. Allows you to view hard drives and file system, event logs, system reports and hardware
detailsSends start/stop/pause commands system services, user logs, kills process, supports command tips on remote systems, lets you control users (turn/turn/reset passwords) in Active DirectoryAllows you to update the system through Windows update, manage Exchange servers and manage virtual systems in Hyper-VS alerts when a
remote computer comes out of a state, runs, has a low battery, or when services suddenly stop, users enter or exit, and more including custom alertsEncrypts monitoring traffic between the phone and the remote Ellixir system may be redundant for some people who want a system monitor, or a tool to monitor their storage or process
management, but it is a huge amount of information that Elixir collects and presents to you that makes it Also, because Elixir lets you manage and modify so many system options in one application, you can't go wrong. Elixir gives you one place to go to find out everything you could know about an Android device and then customize
everything from sensor settings to installed apps, all in Application. PC Monitor provides a complete monitoring kit to connect and explore remote computers from your Android device. Whether you're running a Home Windows or Linux server (or multiple servers in a small business environment) and should be able to tunnel into them,
even when you're away from your desk, PC Monitor gives you quick access to it from your Android phone. It even allows you to control virtual devices, and control almost every aspect of your remote system. The real drawback of Elixir is that it is quite resource-intensive in itself. The app starts when your Android phone is downloaded,
and because it touches almost every aspect of your device, it requires serious permission. PC Monitor, on the other hand, is actually just limited to the fact that it does not support Mac OS in addition to Windows and Linux.When it comes to managing your Android device locally, you have many options. If you don't want something as
heavy (or as reliable) as Elixir, you can try the previously mentioned MiniInfo, another system manager who can tell you all about your system at a glance, and has some attractive widgets to download. It doesn't do as deep-dive as Elixir does, but if you're concerned about basics like storage, battery, and processor/memory use, that's a
good option. OS Monitor and Advanced System Monitor Pro are processes, network connectivity, and traffic, and resource use. If you want to see how the app, service or activity affects your system, they are both good tools, but they are designed for testers and system testers, not monitoring. They are weak on widgets and reporting
utility, so you have to keep an eye on it manually. Perfect System Monitor, although not as perfect, gives you a good home screen widget that displays basic system information and downtime with a small configuration. It doesn't display hardware information, and it doesn't allow you to control your phone, but it displays a little more
information than MiniInfo, albeit uglier. These apps just scratch the surface of the richness of system monitoring utilities for Android: if none of them catch your imagination, there's probably another one just to tap away. As for remote control of the system, PC Monitor is just about that. There are no tons of remote control apps that allow
Android devices to remotely control other systems. There are many apps that serve as RDP or VNC customers, or that turn your phone into a remote control or remote browsing for your computer, but not too many that allow you to control one. Lifehacker's App Directory is new and growing recommendations for the best applications and
tools in a number of these categories. You can contact Alan Henry, the author of this post, on alan@lifehacker.com, or better yet, follow him on Twitter or Google. Telltale games recently unpacked the fantasy new Android TV and looking for good games to get to Lifewire has you covered. Here's a list of the 16 best android TV games you
can download and install in 2020. These choices range from role-playing games, racing sims, retro titles and more. While the developer Of Telltale Games closed in September 2018, unfortunately you can still download his excellent episodic adventure games on Android TV. The wolf among us is one of the best. Based on the DC Vertigo
award-winning Fables comic book series, follows the tale of gumshoe, Bigby Wolf, as he investigates a horrific murder. Like most Telltale titles, it has a deft story, excellent storytelling, and harrowing moral choices. Some other Telltale games are available for Android TV as well, and they are all worth checking out. As the name implies,
Jackbox Party Pack 2 is best enjoyed during a public meeting. It includes five party games: hit bluff game Fibbage 2; Sound Effects of Earwax absurd auction game art Bidiots; The word fast game is the quepilash XL; and nail-biting Bomb Corp. Players can use their phones, tablets or computers as controllers, while viewers can join by
playing as spectators. Developed by Veewo Games, Super Phantom Cat is a retro-style 2D platformer that pays homage to the 8th and 16-bit gaming eras. It has a quirky storyline, a chiptune soundtrack, fully customizable controls, and even some bonus levels that promise more challenging and depth. Critics praised the game for its
visuals, classic gameplay and charming unlockable characters. Coffee Spot Publishing chaotic Goat Simulator is dumb at its best. His premise is simple: you are a goat; a physical-challenging, almost indestructible goat that causes as much chaos as possible. The developer compares it to an old-school ice skating game, but instead of
doing ollies you cause explosions, smashing property, and generally wrecking things. It's also filled with bugs and glitches, but it's all part of its charm. Coffee Spot aims to keep everything but the game breaking issues in the game because everything else is hilarious. Widely considered one of the best role-playing games of all time, Star
Wars: Knights of the Old Republic takes place four thousand years before the rise of the Galactic Empire. Sith Lord Darth Malak attacked the Republic with the help of an armada and it is up to the player to assemble a party full of heroes and stop him. The Android TV version features iconic Star Wars locations such as Tatooine and
Kashyk, more than 40 different Force forces, streamlined user interface, full HID controller support and more. It's a complete KOTOR experience, with dozens of hours of gameplay, memorable characters and sharp storytelling. As Goat Simulator, Octodad is mostly about having fun with physics and causing destruction. Instead of a goat,
you're an octopus masquerading as a human. It's your job to help him with paternal duties, while keeping his cephalopodan nature a secret. It's pretty hard when you don't have bones. Stupid and charming, Octodad is a sweet meditation on deception and fatherhood. Final Fantasy VI is arguably one of the best entries in the long series
and one of the best games of all time. He was the first in the franchise to let people play all the main characters, and he introduced Ultima's weapon that has appeared in every Final Fantasy game since then. Final Fantasy VI on Android is a redesigned version with updated graphics and controls. It also includes new magicites and events
that were first introduced in the 2006 remake. This award-winning indie adventure game from Amanita Design tells the story of a little robot named Joseph, who is looking for his girlfriend Bertha. Along the way, he will reveal the plot of the Brotherhood of Black Caps and solve various logical puzzles, brain teasers and mini-game. There's
no dialogue, except for some textbook screens. Instead, the game tells its story through its visuals, animated bubbles of thought, and a beautiful soundtrack compiled by Floex. The award-winning survival-themed strategy game This War of Mine has sold an impressive 4.5 million copies since its 2016 launch and has generally received
positive reviews from critics. Inspired by the siege of Sarajevo in 1992-1996 during the Bosnian war, it focuses on the daily lives of civilians caught up in armed conflict. Trapped in their homes during the day, at night they struggle to find supplies, evade soldiers, and fight hostile scavengers. Survival often means making difficult decisions -
are you trying to protect everyone or sacrifice some for the common good? This War of My DLC, Little, is also available, and developer 11 Bit Studios donates 100% of the proceeds to the charity War of the Child. He has raised at least $500,000 to date. The long-term Ubisoft Rayman franchise is colorful, complex and guaranteed to smile
at your face. Following the 2012 mobile game Rayman Jungle Run, Fiesta Run is an endless runner with over 75 themed levels. Unlike its more limited predecessor, it is a complete experience closer to its console brothers. Rayman can swim, beat, jump and fly through each of the game's four different worlds. The 2014 update also added
Nightmare mode, new playable characters and 16 additional levels. Developer Noodlecake Studios calls Death Road to Canada a randomly generated road trip action RPG where you manage a group of jerks as they explore cities, find strange people, and encounter up to 500 zombies at once. Everything is randomized, including the
locations, events and identities of the survivors. There are also special events, rare encounters, and unique recruits, so that each passage is almost will be different. This value of playing this game is massive. Double Dragon Dragon grandpappy beat-em-up action game. First released in arcades in 1987, it begins with one of the most
recognizable video game discoveries of all time - the abduction of a woman named Marian by a gang of Black Shadows. Her boyfriend, Billy, and his brother, Jimmy, are both martial arts experts, so they kick, kick, knee, and head butt their way through an assortment of bad guys and levels to get her back. The Double Dragon trilogy
includes all three parts of the series optimized for mobile devices. Players looking for something closer to the 1987 experience can choose the original option of complexity or choose an expert for a more important task. InXile Entertainment 2004 role-playing game is a comedic parody of its genre featuring Princess Bride actor Carey Elves
as the titular performer. An incredulous and exasperated Tony Jay plays the narrator. He mocks the bard at every opportunity when he fights fire-breathing rats, break-dance corpses, and more to save the princess. The game is really funny, if a little off. Plus the Android version includes the autosave feature and the original trilogy The
Bard's Tale, which gives you a lot of gameplay for the price. Developed and released by indie studio Hipster Whale in 2014, Crossy Road is a viral hit with more than 200 million players worldwide. It's like Frogger, but with chicken. The idea is to cross an endless series of roads filled with dangerous obstacles as much as possible without
getting splashes. There are also coins scattered across all levels. Collecting them allows you to unlock over 200 new characters, many of which are references to pop culture, like the Android robot logo and the comics character Archie. One of the best sim racing games on mobile, Real Racing 3 has 39 circuits in 17 real locations,
including Silverstone, Hockenheimring, Le Mans, and Dubai Autodrom. It also has over 140 detailed cars from manufacturers like Ford, Ferrari, Lamborghini, Aston Martin, and Mercedes-Benz. The multiplayer real-time game allows you to challenge others in global 8-player, cross-platform races with design, while the multiplayer mode,
shifted in time, allows you to race against cars with A.I. Add to everything that over 4000 events and challenges, and you have a game that will keep you hitting tracks for tens and tens of hours. As the name suggests, OlliOlli2: Welcome to Olliewood allows you to skate your way through various cinematic locations. It has a converted
combo system that allows you to perform manuals, returns and grind switches, as well as updated ramps and epic hills. It also expands the Tricktionary series with 540 Shove-its, Anti-Casper Flips, and Darkslides. There are five new worlds to skate through, 50 and professional levels, and 250 problems. Fan-favorites like Daily Grind,
Spot Mode, and RAD mode are back as well. Of course, the skateboarding game also needs soundtrack, and this includes tunes from Sid Rome, Lonely, Faulty DL, Submerse, and Mike Slott. Slott. fifa 16 ultimate team system requirements android
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